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Matt Wingett on History of Portsmouth 
 

Local History members came together again via 
Zoom to enjoy a talk by Matt Wingett based on his 
book “Portsmouth A Literary and Pictorial 
Tour”  
The city has been included in the writings of  
Charles Dickens, Beatrix Potter, P G Wodehouse, H 
G Wells, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Olivia Manning, 
Neil Gaiman and even Mahatma Gandhi to name a 
few and Matt has drawn on their descriptions to 
illustrate what life was like in Portsmouth in the 18th 
and 19th centuries. 
 
 
 
 
He focused on two contrasting scenes, the first being the vice and drunkenness of Old 
Portsmouth with carousing sailors, “Pompey Polls” and enterprising bumboat women.  
  
I’ve included this sketch to illustrate; 

"Portsmouth Point", an 
etching by Thomas 
Rowlandson. 
Portsmouth Point, or 
"Spice Island", is part of 
Old Portsmouth The 
name Spice Island comes 
from the area's seedy 
reputation, as it was 
known as the "Spice of 
Life". Men were easily 
found and press-ganged 
into Nelson's navy from 
Portsmouth Point due to 
its hostelries and for 
being where prostitutes 
plied their trade. 

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Rowlandson
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Portsmouth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impressment
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His second scene was based on the 
genteel views of Elm Grove where 
authors Arthur Conan Doyle and H.G. 
Wells lived and worked as doctor and 
draper’s assistant respectively. H.G. 
Wells’ spent his formative years in 
Southsea, Portsmouth, experiences that 
would make him so good at describing 
the normal working person’s life and 
worries.  
Apart from creating Sherlock Holmes 
and writing “A Study in Scarlett” in Portsmouth Sir Arthur Conan Doyle described 
Southsea  as “ a glorious place”. It was certainly where his fortunes turned.  
 
Matt finally reminded us of the happy times people spent at the fairs held on Portsdown 
Hill as described by Captain Frederick Marryat who wrote Mr Midshipman Easy, Peter 
Simple and The Children of the New Forest. You can almost hear the babble of excited 
voices, the tinkling of a steam organ and sniff the distinctive aromas of cockles, jellied 
eels and toffee apples. 
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